
Compromised supply chains have become a major risk to businesses around the 
world causing significant disruption to global supply chains. Small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) are particularly vulnerable struggling with shortages in staffing, 
funding, knowledge, detection, response, and recovery 

• ~75% of SMEs could not continue operating if hit with ransomware
• 46% of all cyber breaches impact businesses with <1,000 employees
• 43% of SMEs lack any type of cybersecurity defense plan
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Identify areas of complexity that have impeded SMEs’ ability to 
  be cybersecure partners in supply chains 

   Develop leading practices and recommendations to improve 
   SME cybersecurity capabilities and promote cooperative  
   relationships between buyers and suppliers.

Study Goals: Help SMEs Become Better Supply Chain Partners

Findings: Cybersecurity Environment too 
Complex for SMEs

RQ1: What challenges have SMEs encountered implementing cyber 
mandates into organizations?
RQ2: What are SMEs and large organizations doing to address these 
challenges?

Actionable Insights: Regulators, SMEs, and Large Companies
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• Regulators need to design legislation with SMEs and their resource 
capabilities in mind

• Large companies need to develop programs to set expectations and help 
match their culture of cybersecurity with SMEs

• SMEs must ask large companies for help aligning frameworks
• Bring cybersecurity discussions earlier in procurement process

Get Involved: Be Part of A Case Study!
• We are looking for 5-6 case studies with organizations who 

have existing programs to help SMEs with their 
cybersecurity

• Our goal is to study how orgs develop, align, and transmit 
shared values, attitudes, beliefs, and practices across the 
supply chain

• Interested? Or know an organization that fits? Contact Jillian 
Kwong, jkwong1@mit.edu
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